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Glove Fight Gives Chance
For Break In Tech Life

By Joseph Krais, ’64

Saturday afternoon’s Field Day competition was one of the few occasions of the year at which so many Techmen appear together in the forms of an enthusiastic group. Even those who oppose the principle of the glove fight were forced to admit that those at Tech, widow that men play games with an enthusiastic turnout is indeed advantageous to the school and the student body alike. It seems to us that the large body of spectators did not arise because of the uniqueness of the glove fight alone but rather because of the contrib-
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should still take great interest in the opportunity to cooperate with our classmates in a variety of skills made this quick recovery possible. It illustrates the aforementioned pseudo-nature in- and other essential installations were rushed. Of the stricken area.

2000 HOMELESS...LINES DOWN

URGENT...REPAIR QUICKLY.

The glove fight certainly provides a break in the school grind, different from ordinary Tech activities. For those of us not old enough to take part in Field Day activities, it is an opportunity to lend a hand to the spirit of class competition. It is hoped that such individuals do not avoid attending enough because he can’t find a girl in giggling telephones working and local distance service nearly normal. In another 3 days

Result: In 3 days, Columbus, Georgia—which suffered 10 million dollars worth of property damage—had half its out-of-order telephones work-

Planning and coordination among many telephone people with a variety of skills made this quick recovery possible. It illustrates the teamwork typical of Bell System men and women.

There’s room on this team for a wide range of college graduates—engineers and liberal arts, as well as engineers. For your future by getting details now about job opportunities in the Bell System. Your Placement Officer has them.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Tecn Autos Place In New England Sports Car Meet

The Motor Sports Enthusiasts Club of M.I.T. played a leading role in organizing the full road race meet of the Cooperating New England Sports Car Clubs at Thompson, Connecticut, Conn., last Sunday. About seventy entrants from more than ten clubs participated, among them some of the best of the eastern sports car drivers.

M.I.T. was well represented in competition and made a good showing. Karl Ludvigsen, 3ba.k.s., placed third in the first heat for stock M.I.T., while another member himself took the top spot for the final. He finished fifth, placing at second novice driver. He was robbed of a fourth overall place and of the trophy for best M.O. driver only by a spark plug fault that came about, forcing him to make a pit stop in order to put it back on. Stefan Ruhwendt 75 drove his Volkswagen to a second place in the touring car class in the same race.

Drivers in the fastest sports cars raced under 1100 c.c. displac-

The New England Intercollegiate Track and Field Meet will be held Mon-

day afternoon near was raced at the Franklin Field course.

Thousands of telephones were out of order—hundreds of poles damaged and destroyed. Communications had to be restored quickly. The result:

1. Engineering men rushed to the stricken area. In hours, they determined material and men needed to restore service.

2. Based on these reports, equipment—men for off on Chicago and New York—began rolling toward the area.

3. Telephone crews arrived from far away as Atlanta and Bir-
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